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1. Introduction – The discovery of new materials can bring enormous societal and technological

progress. There has been much recent interest in accelerating materials discovery. High-throughput

calculations [1] and combinatorial experiments [2] have been the approaches of choice to narrow the

search space. However, exploring completely the large space of potential materials is computationally

intractable. For this purpose to accelerate the material exploration and exploitation, machine learning (ML)

and deep learning (DL) have a potential role to play because their computational strategies automatically

improve through experience [3]. In this work, we demonstrates the adaptive design strategy for the

exploration of high entropy alloy with high hardness.

2. Methodology – The neural networks (NNs) is proposed to be the base model of ML for training the

prediciting the hardness in this work. An adaptive design procedure [4], that provides a robust guided

basis for the selection of the next material, was empolyed to optimize the materails with best hardness. 21

alloy (data) are the training set. The total of 100 compound are the referenced candidates that are used to

explore in the interaction process.

3. Results and Discussion –The trained model of NNs is determined. The evaluated scope of Pearson

correlation between prediction and true (measured) values is above 95%, which can be seen in square of

blue of fig. 1 (a). With exploring the candidate materials based on the trained model, the three best

compound with highest hardness are selected and feed back to the training model. With the iteration

progress, the model for predicting the high hardness is improved, as can be seen in fig. 1(a)-(f).

4. Conclusions – In this work, the strategy for exploring the high hardness material is achieved by

adaptive design with machine learning. The ML coupling with experiments or calculation can accelerate

the material discovery by sequentially inferencing the next experiments, to effectively navigate the

complex search space.
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Fig. 1 prediciton hardness of NNs vs 
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